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  1.  (U6C2L1:V12)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
A government restricted to protecting natural rights that do not interfere with other aspects of life is known as _______. 
 
 A)  social contract 
 B)  constitutional government 
 C)  limited government 
 D)  unlimited government 
 
  2.  (U6C2L4:V13)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"Also known as the Mutiny Act, the law passed by Parliament that authorized colonial governors to requisition certain 
buildings for the use, or "quartering" of British troops" 
 
 A)  Seven Years War 
 B)  Sons of Liberty 
 C)  Quartering Act 
 D)  The Laws and Liberties 
 
  3.  (U6C2L3:F6)  Protection against arbitrary deprivation of life, liberty, or property is known as what? 
 
 A)  rights of Englishmen 
 B)  due process of law 
 C)  tenets 
 D)  manorialism 
 
  4.  (U6C2L4:V22)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"Voluntary servants who sold their labor for a period of four to seven years in exchange for passage to America" 
 
 A)  suffrage 
 B)  magistrate 
 C)  indentured servant 
 D)  legislatures 
 
  5.  (U6C2L4:V18)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The condition of being the first-born child; in law, it refers to the right of the eldest son to inherit all of his parent's 
estates" 
 
 A)  writ of assistance 
 B)  legislatures 
 C)  indentured servant 
 D)  primogeniture 
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  6.  (U6C2L1:V13)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
_____________ is a requirement of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution which says that states may not 
arbitrarily discriminate against any person.  
 
 A)  Equal protection 
 B)  Human nature 
 C)  Private domain 
 D)  Constitutional government 
 
  7.  (U6C1L2:G9) ____________ is the citizenship skill that involves accepting the difference in others and respecting 
those differences. 
 
 A)  Respect 
 B)  Self-respect 
 C)  Non-discrimination 
 D)  Integrity 
 
  8.  (U6C2L4:V15)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The ultimate, supreme power in a state; in the United States, it rests with the people" 
 
 A)  magistrate 
 B)  sovereignty 
 C)  indentured servant 
 D)  constituents 
 
  9.  (U6C2L4:V10)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"On March 5, 1770, a mob of colonists harassed British soldiers guarding the tax collector's office in Boston; soldiers 
killed five Bostonians" 
 
 A)  Tea Act 
 B)  Boston Massacre 
 C)  Intolerable Acts 
 D)  Boston Tea Party 
 
 10.  (U6C2L2:F3)  Which philosophy stresses the rights of life, liberty, and property to the individual? 
 
 A)  natural rights philosophy 
 B)  classical republicanism 
 C)  classical rights 
 D)  all of the above 
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 11.  (U6C2L3:V1)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
Feudal government depended on a series of agreements or __________ between lords and vassals.  
 
 A)  monarch 
 B)  contracts 
 C)  vassal 
 D)  rule of law 
 
 12.  (U6C1L2:G2) ____________ is the citizenship skill that involves the art of working together in a group toward a 
common goal. 
 
 A)  Patience 
 B)  Balance 
 C)  Cooperation 
 D)  Fairness 
 
 13.  (U6C2L4:V1)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"An agreement signed in 1620 by all adult males aboard the ship Mayflower, before landing in Plymouth, to form a body 
of politic governed by majority rule" 
 
 A)  constituents 
 B)  governor 
 C)  Tea Act 
 D)  Mayflower Compact 
 
 14.  (U6C1L3:V7) What is the definition of the word "consensus"? 
 
 A)  Rules to ensure that everyone has an equal chance to participate fully and the group works together 
 B)  A process by which everyone in a group accepts a decision 
 C)  Show of hands in the voting process 
 D)  The process through which a decision is made  
 
 15.  (U6C2L3:V10)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
_____________ is a way of dividing legislative power to better represent the people.  
 
 A)  Manorialism 
 B)  Rights of Englishmen 
 C)  Parliamentary government 
 D)  American Constitutionalism 
 
 16.  (U6C2L3:V7)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
Opinions or principles that are held as being true by a person or especially by an organization are known as  _________. 
 
 A)  rule of law 
 B)  tenets 
 C)  manorialism 
 D)  Magna Carta 
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 17.  (U6C2L4:V8)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"A meeting in New York in 1765, of twenty-seven delegates from nine colonies, the congress was the first example of 
united colonial action in the developing struggle against Great Britain" 
 
 A)  Stamp Act Congress 
 B)  Massachusetts Body of Liberties 
 C)  Intolerable Acts 
 D)  First Continental Congress 
 
 18.  (U6C2L4:V27)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"An organization of radicals created in 1765 in the American colonies to express colonial opposition to the Stamp Act" 
 
 A)  Tea Act 
 B)  Sons of Liberty 
 C)  Intolerable Acts 
 D)  Boston Tea Party 
 
 19.  (U6C1L2:G16) Define "perseverance." 
 
 A)  Sticking closely to one's peers in times of difficulty 
 B)  Having acceptance of others 
 C)  Adhering to a value of self-improvement 
 D)  Adhering to a course of action, a belief, or a purpose; steadfastness 
 
 20.  (U6C1L2:G1) Cooperation, patience, fairness, respect, strength, self-improvement, and balance are the seven ____. 
 
 A)  citizenship skills 
 B)  We the People skills 
 C)  Chief Justice skills 
 D)  listening skills 
 
 21.  (U6C2L4:V16)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"A series of dynastic and colonial wars between England and France; the American phase, fought between 1754 and 
1764, is known as the French and Indian War" 
 
 A)  Seven Years War 
 B)  Sons of Liberty 
 C)  First Continental Congress 
 D)  Intolerable Acts 
 
 22.  (U6C1L3:G3) What is a consensus? 
 
 A)  A process by which everyone in a group accepts a decision. It is not necessary for everyone to agree with the 
 decision to reach consensus, but that everyone accepts the decision and/or the manner in which it was made 
 and thus will not undermine or oppose the result 
 B)  When every person in a group disagrees on a discussion and refuses to act on it 
 C)  When a decision has been reached with disregard for the seven citizenship skills 
 D)  A member of a citizen action group 
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 23.  (U6C1L2:G14) Define the citizenship skill "balance." 
 
 A)  A skill that involves understanding there is more than one side to every issue and having the ability to come 
 to agreement and resolve differences by either compromising or harmonizing solutions 
 B)  Compromising to please everyone but yourself 
 C)  Loyalty to one's country, government, ruler, group, or cause 
 D)  The strength to stand up for one's beliefs 
 
 24.  (U6C2L2:V20)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The great revival of art, literature, and learning in Europe during the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries, 
based on classical sources" 
 
 A)  Middle Ages 
 B)  Christendom 
 C)  Judeo-Christian 
 D)  Renaissance 
 
 25.  (U6C2L4:V2)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"Formed to publicize colonial opposition and coordinate resistance throughout the colonies" 
 
 A)  Minutemen 
 B)  Committees of Correspondence 
 C)  suffrage 
 D)  legislatures 
 
 26.  (U6C2L2:V6)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"An intellectual movement of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that celebrated human reason and sought 
to realize its potential in all areas of human endeavor" 
 
 A)  Middle Ages 
 B)  Renaissance 
 C)  Reformation 
 D)  Age of Enlightenment 
 
 27.  (U6C2L3:F3)  What were some of the tenets of the Magna Carta? 
 
 A)  Certain rights may not be denied by the government 
 B)  The government is based on no laws or rules 
 C)  Government should be based on a contract between the ruler and citizens 
 D)  Both A and C are correct 
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 28.  (U6C2L1:V9)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
__________ had traditionally meant a form of government in which ultimate authority was based on the will of the 
majority. 
 
 A)  Democracy 
 B)  Unlimited government 
 C)  Right of revolution 
 D)  State of nature 
 
 29.  (U6C2L3:V11)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
__________ implies that the government authority may only be exercised in accordance with written laws.  
 
 A)  Vassal 
 B)  Rule of law 
 C)  Magna Carta 
 D)  Realm 
 
 30.  (U6C1L2:G17) ____________ is defined as give and take in a relationship so that both sides can be satisfied. 
 
 A)  Compromise 
 B)  Balance 
 C)  Cooperation 
 D)  Decision making 
 
 31.  (U6C2L3:V8)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
A government in which power is distributed and limited by a system of laws that must be obeyed by the rulers is known 
as ___________. 
 
 A)  vassal 
 B)  monarch 
 C)  American Constitutionalism 
 D)  common law 
 
 32.  (U6C2L4:V4)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"A document giving a governmental authority the power to search and seize property without restrictions" 
 
 A)  writ of assistance 
 B)  Stamp Act Congress 
 C)  Intolerable Acts 
 D)  constituents 
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 33.  (U6C2L4:V24)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"Code that abolished the laws of primogeniture and provided a more humane treatment of criminals" 
 
 A)  Massachusetts Body of Liberties 
 B)  Stamp Act Congress 
 C)  The Laws and Liberties 
 D)  Intolerable Acts 
 
 34.  (U6C2L1:F4)  According to Locke and the Founders who is to judge if the government has failed? 
 
 A)  The president 
 B)  The people 
 C)  A board of officials 
 D)  The king 
 
 35.  (U6C2L3:F6)  Protection against arbitrary deprivation of life, liberty, or property is known as what? 
 
 A)  rights of Englishmen 
 B)  due process of law 
 C)  tenets 
 D)  manorialism 
 
 36.  (U6C2L3:V11)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
__________ implies that the government authority may only be exercised in accordance with written laws.  
 
 A)  Vassal 
 B)  Rule of law 
 C)  Magna Carta 
 D)  Realm 
 
 37.  (U6C2L2:V3)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The dedication of citizens to the common good, even at the cost of their individual interests" 
 
 A)  secular governments 
 B)  established religion 
 C)  civic virtue 
 D)  capitalism 
 
 38.  (U6C2L1:F1)  The doctrine that assumes that human beings had rights in a “state of nature” and create government 
in order to protect those rights is known as what? 
 
 A)  civil rights 
 B)  political rights 
 C)  natural rights 
 D)  right of revolution 
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 39.  (U6C2L4:V20)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"Adopted in 1639, this series of laws is the first written constitution in North America" 
 
 A)  Declaration of Independence 
 B)  Tea Act 
 C)  Seven Years War 
 D)  Fundamental Orders of Connecticut 
 
 40.  (U6C2L2:V13)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The principles of civic virtues as expressed in Judeo-Christian teachings, as well as fundamental ideas about right and 
wrong that come from religion, ethics, and individual conscience" 
 
 A)  secular governments 
 B)  public and private morality 
 C)  capitalism 
 D)  common good 
 
 41.  (U6C1L2:G7) The citizenship skill of knowing when to act and when to wait is called ____________. 
 
 A)  virtue 
 B)  patience 
 C)  honesty 
 D)  discipline 
 
 42.  (U6C2L4:V19)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The body of delegates representing the colonies that first met to protest British rule and that eventually became the 
government of the United States" 
 
 A)  Fundamental Orders to Connecticut 
 B)  First Continental Congress 
 C)  Tea Act 
 D)  The Laws and Liberties 
 
 43.  (U6C2L4:V17)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"A document that described the rights of citizens and the authority of public officials" 
 
 A)  Boston Massacre 
 B)  Stamp Act Congress 
 C)  Massachusetts Body of Liberties 
 D)  The Laws and Liberties 
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 44.  (U6C2L4:V23)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"A lower-level judicial officer, usually elected in urban areas, who handles traffic violations, minor criminal offenses, and 
civil suits involving small amounts of money" 
 
 A)  magistrate 
 B)  minutemen 
 C)  sovereignty 
 D)  writ of assistance 
 
 45.  (U6C2L2:V17)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The system of government in which power is held by the people and exercised indirectly through elected 
representatives" 
 
 A)  representative democracy 
 B)  capitalism 
 C)  public and private morality 
 D)  nation-state 
 
 46.  (U6C1L2:G5) Define "cooperation." 
 
 A)  One of the seven citizenship skills that involves the art of self-revelation 
 B)  One of the seven citizenship skills that involves the art of working together in a group toward a common goal 
 C)  A citizenship skill that includes an open body position and direct eye contact 
 D)  Playing well with others 
 
 47.  (U6C2L4:V25)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"An officially elected or otherwise selected body of people vested with the responsibility and power to make laws for a 
political unit, such as a state or nation" 
 
 A)  legislatures 
 B)  constituents 
 C)  suffrage 
 D)  covenant 
 
 48.  (U6C1L2:G13)__ is the citizenship skill that involves the desire to continually learn new skills and improve on others. 
 
 A)  Respect 
 B)  Loyalty 
 C)  Self-Improvement 
 D)  Duty 
 
 49.  (U6C1L1:Q2)  While discussing the Preamble to the Constitution, a friend asks you what "Promote the general 
welfare" means. What should you tell him? 
 
 A)  "It means to provide food, shelter and other assistance to the poor." 
 B)  "It means that citizens could look forward to being free instead of looking out for the interests of a monarch." 
 C)  "It means that all states and all citizens should benefit from what the government can provide." 
 D)  "It means that the government should not have laws that make justice or trade unfair." 
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 50.  (U6C2L2:V18)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"Sixteenth-century religious movement aimed at reforming the Roman Catholic church and resulting in the 
establishment of Protestant churches" 
 
 A)  Reformation 
 B)  Christendom 
 C)  Renaissance 
 D)  Age of Enlightenment 
 
 51.  (U6C2L4:V11)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The declaration of the Congress of the Thirteen United States of America, on the 4th of July, 1776, by which they 
formally declared that these colonies were free and independent States, not subject to the government of Great Britain" 
 
 A)  Fundamental Orders of Connecticut 
 B)  First Continental Congress 
 C)  Intolerable Acts 
 D)  Declaration of Independence 
 
 52.  (U6C1L2:G6) ________ is the citizenship skill in which one learns the proper timing for acting on an idea or decision. 
 
 A)  Action 
 B)  Virtue 
 C)  Fairness 
 D)  Patience 
 
 53.  (U6C1L2:G10) ____________ means having acceptance of others and not necessarily love for each other. 
 
 A)  Fairness 
 B)  Open-heartedness 
 C)  Respect 
 D)  Loyalty 
 
 54.  (U6C2L4:V26)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"Parliament replied to the Boston Tea Party with the five Coercive Acts of 1774: the colonist dubbed them 
the "Intolerable Acts" and were important factors contributing to the American Revolution." 
 
 A)  Stamp Act Congress 
 B)  Tea Act 
 C)  Intolerable Acts 
 D)  The Laws and Liberties 
 
 55.  (U6C1L2:G3) Accepting the difference in others and respecting those differences is the citizenship skill of ________. 
 
 A)  culture 
 B)  cooperation 
 C)  balance 
 D)  respect 
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 56.  (U6C2L3:V2)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
Wealthy merchants and craftsmen who represented the cities and towns of England were known as ___________.  
 
 A)  tenets 
 B)  parliamentary government 
 C)  manorialism 
 D)  burgesses 
 
 57.  (U6C2L1:F3)  Which one of Locke’s ideas about government was included in the Declaration of Independence? 
 
 A)  The government should control all aspects of life. 
 B)  There should be no government.  
 C)  A monarchy is the best government. 
 D)  Government gets its right to govern from the consent of the people.  
 
 58.  (U6C1L2:G12) ____________ is the citizenship skill that involves the willingness of citizens to stand up for what they 
believe in, to denounce what is wrong, and to accept responsibility for mistakes. 
 
 A)  Integrity 
 B)  Loyalty 
 C)  Strength 
 D)  Respect 
 
 59.  (U6C2L1:V10)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
____________ is a government in which those who govern are free to use their power as they choose.  
 
 A)  Democracy 
 B)  Unlimited government 
 C)  Limited government 
 D)  Constitutional government 
 
 60.  (U6C1L2:G8) ____________ is the citizenship skill that is designed to help people temper their individual desires 
with the needs of society as a whole. 
 
 A)  Selflessness 
 B)  Honesty 
 C)  Fairness 
 D)  Centeredness 
 
 61.  (U6C2L3:V13)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
The Great Charter of freedom granted in 1215 by King John of England is known as the __________. 
 
 A)  monarch 
 B)  parliamentary government 
 C)  Magna Carta 
 D)  rule of law 
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 62.  (U6C2L3:V3)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
The basic rights that all subjects of the English monarch were understood to have is known as the _____________. 
 
 A)  rights of Englishmen 
 B)  common law 
 C)  due process of law 
 D)  Magna Carta 
 
 63.  (U6C2L4:V3)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"A binding agreement made by two or more persons or parties" 
 
 A)  sovereignty 
 B)  magistrate 
 C)  covenant 
 D)  indentured servant 
 
 64.  (U6C2L4:V21)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The act by Parliament that conferred upon the East India Company, a monopoly importation of tea into the mainland 
colonies, thus eliminating the profits of the colonial importer and shopkeeper" 
 
 A)  Stamp Act Congress 
 B)  Tea Act 
 C)  Intolerable Acts 
 D)  The Laws and Liberties 
 
 65.  (U6C2L4:V9)  Choose the term that best matches the definition below. 
 
"The people represented by an elected official" 
 
 A)  indentured servant 
 B)  sovereignty 
 C)  constituents 
 D)  legislatures 
 
 66.  (U6C2L1:V8)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
An agreement among the people in a society to give up part of their freedom to a government in return for the 
protection of their natural rights is known as a(n) ____________. 
 
 A)  constitutional government 
 B)  equal protection 
 C)  social contract 
 D)  republic 
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 67.  (U6C2L3:V9)  Choose the term that best completes the sentence below. 
 
____________ is the protection against arbitrary deprivation of life, liberty, or property.   
 
 A)  Due process of law 
 B)  Realm 
 C)  Monarch 
 D)  Rule of law 
 
 68.  (U6C2L1:F2)  Who exerted the most influence on the thinking of the Founders during the time of the Revolution? 
 
 A)  John Locke 
 B)  Thomas Jefferson 
 C)  George Washington 
 D)  Ben Franklin  
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[Answer Key] 
1. C 
2. C 
3. B 
4. C 
5. D 
6. A 
7. A 
8. B 
9. B 
10. A 
11. B 
12. C 
13. D 
14. B 
15. C 
16. B 
17. A 
18. B 
19. C 
20. A 
21. A 
22. A 
23. A 
24. D 
25. B 
26. D 
27. D 
28. A 
29. B 
30. A 
31. C 
32. A 
33. C 
34. B 
35. B 
36. B 
37. C 
38. C 
39. D 
40. B 
41. B 
42. B 
43. C 
44. A 
45. A 
46. B 
47. A 
48. C 
49. C 
50. A 

51. D 
52. D 
53. C 
54. C 
55. D 
56. D 
57. D 
58. C 
59. B 
60. C 
61. C 
62. A 
63. C 
64. B 
65. C 
66. C 
67. A 
68. A 
 


